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5 Canopy and crossbar

H3 Group lnc. 1-800-967 5541

Conversion from double face mirror to single face mirror:

Determine chevron placement:

MIRROR FILM

STICK MIRROR 
FILM TO BACK 
SIDE OF PANEL

SINGLE FACE 
UNIT ONLY

a. If a chevron is needed,

leave the chevron on and

remove only the film instruction.

b. If no chevron is needed,

remove the chevron and film

instructions together.

Review the diagrams thoroughly before beginning. If you feel that you do not have enough electrical wiring experience,
    please contact a qualified licensed electrician for installation.

Before starting installation, disconnect power by turning off the circuit breaker or by removing the appropriate fuse 
at the fuse box. Using a light switch to turn the power off is not sufficient to prevent electrical shock.

All servicing should be performed by qualified personnel only.

To convert Double Face Mirror to Single Face Mirror, remove protective

 liner from adhesive strips supplied on the Mirror film. Center the mirrored 

film over the desired unused face and press firmly to adhere. Remove 

protective "blue" film from the mirror and faces.
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 Proper electrical connections can be made in the J-box or inside 

the recessed metal box. If using 120VAC, connect the back and

white leads to the building utility.  If using 277VAC, connect the 

orange and white leads to the building utility. cap off any unused 

wires. In all cases, use standard wire nuts in connecting leads.

2. Recessed ceiling mounting rotated 90° becomes recessed
 wall mounting.

2. Position recessed kits and bar hangers between joists. Make 
sure the bar hangers are in the correct location. Temporarily

 position the recessed kits by hammering the "nail-in" tabs on 
the bar hangers, secure permanently with nails. The bar

 hangers should be level with the bottom of the joists.

1. Reference steps 1-8 in recessed ceiling mounting for recessed 

    wall mounting installation.

Insert fixture into the spring retainers in the metal back box. 

Attach the trim plate to the metal back box using (2) FM4*15 

screws (supplied).
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Use a screwdriver to open the front cover to remove the 

hole plug from the slots or mounting end cap.

Peel off protection film from both sides of the EXIT panel, 

gently insert EXIT panel into main body assembly.

 If the EXIT panel is single, ensure that the EXIT letter 

direction is correct.

The unit can be installed on any flat surface. 

The EXIT panel can pivot in any angle from 

0° to 180°, for wall mounting rotate the panel 

90° from the ceiling mounting.

Pull out all AC supply wires and feed wire through the

 center hole of the mounting cap and then the canopy.

Reference steps 3-6 in surface ceiling & wall mounting 

above to finalize surface end installation.
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